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Sub-Theme
Issues on:
- School Management & Administration
- Islamic Education & Waqf
- Heutagogy & Curriculum
- Curriculum & Pedagogy
- Teachers' Profession
- System of Education
- Students’ Outcomes

Important Info
Abstract Submission Deadline
Full Paper Submission Deadline
Seminar

Dates
1st August
5th September
11th - 12th October

Categories
Fees

Professional
MYR125

Presenter (Local)
MYR80

Presenter (KUIS)
USD50

Presenter (International)
MYR80

Participant (Local)
MYR70

Participant (KUIS)
USD40

Participant (International)
MYR50

Additional Paper

Student

Presenter (Local)
MYR65

Presenter (KUIS)
MYR55

Presenter (International)
USD40

Participant (Local)
MYR40

Participant (KUIS)
MYR30

Participant (International)
USD30

Payment Method
PO/LO/Transfer to:
KUISCELL SDN. BHD.
1202 9010 0641 36
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
Bandar Baru Bangi
Code Swift: BIMBMYKL

*Please email receipt as proof of payment

Contact for Registration
Mr. Annasail bin Jamar
[+60 19230 9514

Further Information: Secretariat ISPEN2022
Email: ispen.fpkuis@gmail.com
Website: conference.kuis.edu.my/ispem

Contact for Abstract & Full Paper Submission
Mr. Mohd Faez bin Ilias
[+60 19715 8581
Mr. Mohd Izzuddin bin Mohd Pisol
[+60 19375 9094

Seminar Key Points
- e-Proceedings
- e-Certificate
- Selected papers will be eligible for journal publication
- Chapter-in book

Fees